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Abstract
There is a constant need for new and better methods to identify, characterize
and separate different substances. Especially important are chiral molecules,
since they play a crucial role in medical research and drug development. One
recently developed method to identify enantiomeric excess is enantiomer specific
microwave spectroscopy. To further optimize this technique we built a new re-
action chamber containing a supersonic free jet source. In order to characterize
the setup, we used resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopy of
1-indanol. The determined positions of the main transitions of three different
1-indanol conformers are in very good accordance with theoretical calculations,
as well as with experimental data from the literature. Furthermore, valuable in-
formation about 1-indanol has been gained, which will be useful in the future,
because 1-indanol is a chiral molecule with a chromophore well suited for mi-
crowave and ultraviolet spectroscopy experiments. The determined properties
include the lifetime of the excited states of different 1-indanol conformers, which
will indicate the obtainable resolution in high-resolution UV spectroscopy. In the
experiments, the speed of the molecular beam, and thereby the ideal timings to
conduct experiments for different carrier gases, were established. In addition, we
characterized a newly designed slit valve based on a piezoelectric stack actuator,
determining the optimal operation conditions, such as applied voltage, opening
time, and backing pressure. Because of their unique beam shape, slit valves are
highly interesting for spectroscopic applications. In an experiment, this beam
shape can increase the number of molecules participating in the interaction and
iii
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lower the angular velocity distribution, thereby leading to an improvement of the




EMS enantiomer-specific microwave spectroscopy
FWHM full width at half maximum
LIF laser-induced fluorescence
M3WM microwave three-wave mixing
MCP micro channel plate
MOSFET metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
MS mass spectrometry
m/z mass-to-charge
PSA piezoelectric stack actuator
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The building blocks of life are considered to be amino acids, carbohydrates and
nucleotides. These major classes of biomolecules are chiral. If a disease occurs in
an organism it is therefore usually a malfunctioning biomolecule. For medication
to be effective, it has to interact with chiral biomolecules, therefore drugs are
usually chiral as well. Often only one enantiomer shows the desired reaction,
and in the worst case scenario the other enantiomer of the same substance can
have devastating effects in living organisms, like in the case of thalidomide.[1] To
understand the origin of diseases and to develop new drugs, more sophisticated
methods are needed to identify, characterize and separate different enantiomers.[2]
One promising new technique to analyze chiral molecules is enantiomer-specific
microwave spectroscopy (EMS).[3] Utilizing two orthogonally polarized microwave
pulses, transitions in the molecules are driven, resulting in the emission of mi-
crowave radiation. The phase of this radiation is shifted 180◦ for different enan-
tiomers, enabling the determination of enantiomeric excess. Even though EMS
has been implemented for different molecules, its efficiency needs to be improved
before it can be satisfactorily used in any practical application.
The strength of the microwave signal depends on the difference in the popu-
lation between the levels coupled in the transitions, and therefore an as low as
possible internal temperature is needed. Supersonic free jet sources or buffer gas
cooling are currently the most practicable ways to achieve low enough tempera-
tures.
As a first step in the direction of improving EMS and its extended methods,
a new reaction chamber including a supersonic free jet source, has been built
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and is characterized throughout this thesis. Several experiments using the chiral
molecule 1-indanol are performed to determine if the set up is capable of creating
a cold molecular beam and deliver reproducible data. This molecule is interesting
because it is chiral, very rigid, which lowers the number of low-frequency vibra-
tional modes, and it has a comparably large total dipole moment allowing for a
high signal-to-noise ratio in future microwave spectroscopy experiments.
In this thesis, ultraviolet–visible (UV/vis) spectroscopy using one-color, two-
photon resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization ((1+1)-REMPI) and mass
spectrometry (MS) is used to identify the transitions of several 1-indanol con-
formers. The measured data is then compared to theoretical calculations and
to experimental data from the literature. From this characterization, valuable
information is gained, like the speed of the molecular beam using different carrier
gases and the ideal timings between valve and laser triggering to conduct exper-
iments. To determine the previously unknown lifetimes of the first electronically
excited states of the 1-indanol conformers, two-color, two-photon (1+1’)-REMPI
spectroscopy is performed.
As a second step a newly designed slit valve utilizing a piezostack actuator
is characterized. The unique properties of the planar jet ejected from a slit
valve make this source ideal for spectroscopic applications. In a planar jet the
particle density on the axis drops less quickly with distance from the source.
Additionally, if the beam is crossed perpendicular with a laser, the interaction
pathlength is longer, allowing for the excitation of more molecules. Moreover,
the smaller angular velocity distribution will lead to less Doppler broadening and
a higher resolution, thus resulting in narrower spectral lines and improving the
signal-to-noise ratio.
Here a microphone is used to detect the atomic beam ejected from the slit valve,
and different parameters like the speed and shape of the beam are investigated.
In addition, the optimal operation conditions like applied voltage, opening time,




In nature many molecules are chiral. For any rigid object to be called chiral
it must not have any second kind of symmetry element (internal mirror plane,
inversion center, rotation-reflection axis).[4] Chiral molecules consist of the same
atoms, which are connected in the same way, but they are not superimposable on
each other. Those mirrored molecules are called enantiomers and one example,
lactic acid, is shown in Figure 1.1.
Different nomenclatures, including the R/S- and the D/L-system, have been
established to distinguish enantiomers and to facilitate communication. When
using the R/S-system, a chiral center is labeled based on the priority of its sub-
stituents, which is determined using the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog priority rules.[6] The
higher the atomic number the higher the priority. Isotopes with higher mass have








R-lactic acid S-lactic acid
(R) (S)
Figure 1.1: From [5]: Lactic acid is a simple chiral molecule. The R- and
S-enantiomer behave like image and mirror image, as do hands.
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same priority, the atoms connected to those are looked at and so on. Then the
chiral center is examined and the substituent with the lowest priority is put in the
back. If the arrow connecting the three remaining substituents from highest to
lowest priority is clockwise the chiral center is labeled R, if the arrow is counter-
clockwise the center is labeled S like in Figure 1.1. Many biochemical molecules
like amino acids and carbohydrates are usually classified using the D/L-system.
As by utilizing this nomenclature, the priority of the amino acid side chain does
not change, all naturally occurring amino acids are L-amino acids. The origin
of this so-called homochirality in living organisms is unknown and is subject to
ongoing research.[7,8]
In chemical reactions with other chiral molecules, opposite enantiomers show
different reaction speeds and can form different products. Most drugs are chiral
molecules and often only one enantiomer has the desired effect, because the tar-
gets for the drugs (e.g. enzyme, protein receptor) are chiral as well. One sadly
famous example is Thalidomide, where the R-enantiomer is a sedative and used
as a soporific drug, while the S-enantiomer is teratogenic.[1]
Since enantiomers share almost all chemical and physical properties only few
methods exist that allow their identification and separation. For example, the
different interactions and reactions with other chiral molecules can be used. In
chromatography the different enantiomers will have different retention times, if
the stationary phase is chiral. Other typical methods for separation include crys-
tallisation, membrane separation, and selective liquid-liquid extraction.[9]
Many methods for the identification of enantiomers use the interaction with
light. Examples are X-ray scattering, circular dichroism (CD), and Raman opti-
cal activity spectroscopy.[10–12] X-ray scattering is the most important technique
to determine the absolute configuration of an enantiomer, however the substance
must contain a heavy atom (for example bromine).[10,12] CD relies on the fact that
the optical activity of enantiomers is different, they turn the plane of polarized
light in different directions. Therefore two enantiomers of the same substance will
not have identical interaction with circularly polarized light. CD is the difference
4
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between the absorbed left-circularly polarized and right-circulaly polarized light,
making it possible to identify the enantiomers of the same substance. Other
spectroscopic techniques are ultraviolet (UV) CD spectroscopy that can be used
to investigate, for example, the secondary structure of proteins; and vibrational
CD spectroscopy, which operates in the infrared and near infrared region and
can be used to analyse small organic molecules, proteins, and deoxyribonucleic
acid.[11,13,14] A relatively new version of CD is photo electron CD, where the for-
ward/backward asymmetry in the emmision of electrons after photo-ionization
(often with synchrotron radiation) is measured. Its effect is several orders of
magnitude larger than conventional CD techniques, and suitable for experiments
in the gas phase.[15]
One promising new method is EMS.[3,16] This method uses microwave three-
wave mixing (M3WM) to drive two transitions in chiral molecules, causing the
emission of microwave radiation, which has orthogonal polarization compared
to the driving pulses. Because the emitted radiation has opposite phases for
different enantiomers, it can be used to detect enantiomeric excess. An exten-
sion of M3WM is enantiomer-specific population transfer. This method applies
a third, phase-controlled, mircrowave driving pulse, allowing for enantiomer-
specific enrichment or depletion of a chosen rotational state. In the future,
enantiomer-specific population transfer can be extended to also physically sepa-
rate enantiomers.[16,17]
1.2 Free Jet Sources
Free jet sources are capable of producing supersonic continuum jets by releasing
high-pressure gas into a low-pressure environment through a small opening, typ-
ically causing an adiabatic expansion. This means that there is no exchange of
heat or energy between the gas molecules and their environment.[19] Since almost




Figure 1.2: Depiction of a continuum free jet expansion and the relevant regions
of the created molecular beam a) from [5]: schematic and b) from [18]: shadow-
gram. The Mach disk shock in front of the free expansion and the barrel shock at
the sides are clearly visible and surround the zone of silence.[5] The Mach num-
ber (M) specifies the speed of the beam. M is multiplied by the speed of sound
(343ms−1, at 293.15K in air) to calculate the velocity.
into directed kinetic energy according to the law of conservation of energy the
molecules become internally cold. The result is a molecular beam, which consists
of molecules moving in a certain direction. If for example a gas at room tem-
perature expands into vacuum, the molecules of the resulting beam can have a
rotational temperature as low as 1K.[19]
A free jet expansion has different characteristic regions shown in Figure 1.2.
The zone of silence is the isentropic region of the beam which is in front of the
nozzle, here the beam is supersonic (Mach number »1). The sides of the zone of si-
lence are confined by the barrel shock, which has cylindrical shape, thus the name
barrel. The front of the zone of silence ends at the Mach disk shock. This specific
geometry arises because the beam is supersonic, but the information about the
path it travels propagate with the speed of sound. Therefore the particles have no
knowledge of the pressure and other possible restrictions ahead, like the walls of
the chamber, and overexpand. When the molecules than encounter a restriction,




For any experiment the used molecular beam should be as homogeneous as
possible. To ensure that usually a skimmer is placed inside the zone of silence
to extract an isentropic free jet.[19] A skimmer is an inverted metal funnel that
is placed in front of the nozzle to extract part of the molecular beam for further
experiments. The outside of the skimmer is shaped in a way that allows for the
optimal deflection of the molecules, to ensure that scattered molecules do not
disturb the original molecular beam. A homogeneous beam is desirable to create
a cold beam under controlled conditions and to make sure the molecules do not
heat up by colliding with each other.
1.2.1 Speed of Free Jets
Free jets are usually supersonic, that means they are faster than sound which
propagates with 343ms−1 (in air at 293.15K). To estimate the speed of a molec-
ular beam ejected from a free jet source the approximation that the entire energy
of the particles is converted into kinetic energy is made. The internal energy of
the molecules after leaving the nozzle is very small in comparison with the tem-
perature they had before the expansion. Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption
to set it to be zero for derivation of the most probable velocity of the molecules
comprising the continuum free jet.
The following derivation assumes an ideal mono atomic gas. For noble gases
this approximation is reasonable. Since the expansion of the particles leaving the
free jet source is adiabatic, the kinetic energyEkin of the particles after leaving
the source must be equal to the energy they had prior to the expansion.
Ekin = H (1.1)
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That prior energy, the enthalpyH, is the sum of the internal energyU, for a
mono-atomic gas the kinetic energy in the thermal motion, and the product of
pressure p and volumeV.
H = U + pV (1.2)
For an ideal gas the product of pressure and volume is equal to the product of
the number of particlesN, the Boltzmann constant kB, and the temperature of
the gasT,
pV = NkBT. (1.3)













Inserting the kinetic energy Ekin = 12mv

















1.3 Pulsed Beam Sources
The first free jet sources were operated continuously to create cold molecular
beams. In 1963 the pulsed valve was developed and reported by Hagena.[20] Since
then a variety of pulsed supersonic jet sources have been developed.[21] Utilizing
different opening mechanisms like Lorentz force, electromagnetic force, plungers,
and cantilever piezos as well as combinations of those. For an overview see the
work in reference [22].
Pulsed supersonic jet sources create a cold molecular beam via an adiabatic ex-
pansion, but in comparison to a continuous molecular beam the pulsed one is
temporally and spatially discrete.[19] These sources can be used for experiments
which do not rely on a continuous molecular beam, and find applications in many
experiments utilizing pulsed lasers for detection or manipulation purposes.[23,24]
The advantage of pulsed beams is that, since the limiting factor is usually the
pumping capacity, the shorter overall opening time allows up to 1000 times higher
throughputs during the time the valve is actually opened. The resulting more
intense beams can enhanced cluster growth if that is desired, and is advantageous
for the signal to noise ratio.
The use of pulsed valves has allowed to study supercritical fluids, liquids, and
has opened the possibility to use compressed gases either as samples or carrier
gases, leading to better cooling (especially better translational cooling).[21–25]
One of the first pulsed sources that were capable to be operated routinely
over a longer period of time without major maintenance was build by Gentry
and Giese in 1978[21] and later sold by Beam Dynamics, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Since then a variety of pulsed molecular beam sources have been developed. They
have become very reliable, small, inexpensive, and easy to operate and maintain.
The different types include solenoid driven valves like the general, Jordan, and
Even-Lavie valve and sources based on piezoelectric stack actuators (PSAs).
For the experiments presented in this thesis a general valve and and a PSA




The general valve is a solenoid driven pulsed molecular beam source. It has
been commercially available since the 1970s and is in common use today. First
molecular beam sources based on this technique were modified automobile fuel
injectors.[26] A schematic depiction of a general valve is shown in Figure 1.3. The
working principle consists of creating a magnetic field by passing a current pulse
through a solenoid that moves a ferromagnetic core material (armature). Inside
the ferromagnetic material is a poppet, usually made from Teflon or PEEK which
seals the orifice in the front plate. A spring inside the ferromagnetic material holds
the poppet in place and closes the valve after the current is applied.[19]
General valves are very compact in their design as well as easy to understand
and repair if necessary. They can be operated with opening times as fast as
160µs and frequencies up to 120Hz, and gas can be applied up to pressures of
85 atm.[27,28]
Figure 1.3: From [29]: Schematic depiction of a series 9 general valve. The
poppet inside the armature is held in place by the main spring. When a voltage




General valves are commonly used as sources in many experiments for exam-
ple for different spectroscopic methods like rotational, photoelectron, or FTIR
spectroscopy.[30–32]
1.3.2 Piezoelectric Stack Actuator
Piezoelectric substances are capable to transduce between mechanical and elec-
trical energy. If pressure is applied to a hemihedral crystal, electricity develops,
this phenomenon is called the piezoelectric effect.[33] This effect and its inversion
where voltage is applied and expansion or contraction is observed, have been
used extensively in all aspects of human life. From research purposes to every
day items such as watches, computers and even in medical diagnostics, such as
ultrasound.[34,35] The disadvantage of a piezo is that the correlation between the
applied voltage and the physical deflection is not linear.
In the early 1980s people began to develop or modify other sources to create
piezoelectric pulsed sources that could be used to generate a free jet expansion.[23,24]
Those designs deployed piezoelectric crystals shaped like disks to move a plunger
or aluminum rod with an attached Viton seal, that closed the orifice of the valve.
To further improve the performance of those valves, the piezoelectric disks were
combined to form PSAs, stacks of discs which are connected electrically in par-
allel but mechanically operate in series, see Figure 1.4. In comparison to single
disks a PSA increases the sensitivity and allows for a longer motion pathway.[36]
Using a PSA it is possible to achieve fast, high force, and very precise mechan-
ical movements.[36] Although those valves are harder to heat or cool because of
the sensitive nature of the piezoelectric materials, PSA based valves have some
advantages over solenoid driven valves. Owing to the higher mass that can be
moved PSA based valves can be operated under higher pressure differences, than
solenoid driven valves. In addition, these valves do not use poppets, which have
to be changed often in other valves because of the high wear.
11
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Figure 1.4: A PSA is the combination of multiple (n) piezoelectric ceramics.
Electrically they are connected in parallel and their physical extension is combined
in series. That leads to an increase in sensitivity and allows faster switching with
higher forces.[36]
Given those advantages Abeysekera and coworkers used a piezoelectric stack
actuator to build a pulsed free jet source.[37] In their design, which is shown in
Figure 1.5, the nozzle in the center of the front plate is sealed with a plunger
which is attached to the PSA. The end of the PSA is attached to a micrometer
screw. Since the PSA is very sensitive to any torque force, it is surrounded by a
Teflon guide, and placed inside a metal half-cylinder. Their source is capable of
producing pulses as short as 20µs with a repetition rate up to 100Hz.[37] They
used this valve in photodissociation experiments deploying chirped-pulse fourier
transform microwave spectroscopy as a detection method.
In summary, PSA based valves have the advantage of creating well-collimated
cold flows under higher pressure differences than conventional solenoid driven
valves. And since they can move heavier plungers, they are an interesting option
for other valves were bigger orifices have to be sealed, like slit valves. For those
reasons these valves are ideal for spectroscopic experiments.[38,39]
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Figure 1.5: From [37]: The PSA based pulse valve reported by Abeysekera and
coworkers is shown. The PSA is the black cylinder in the center of the picture.
It moves the plunger, which closes the valve, back, which leads to the opening.
1.3.3 Slit Valves
A slit valve is a molecular beam source, usually a free jet source with an orifice
that is not round but rectangular. Slit valves have been an interesting topic for
decades. Although the cooling of the molecules takes longer in an expansion from
a slit valve in comparison to one from a pinhole valve, slit valves do have a lot
of other advantages.[40] The planar beam created has a much larger interaction
path length of the sample with light. A normal expansion with the same path
length for interaction with light, would have to come from a pinhole valve with
a diameter as large as the length of the slit. That would impose a huge load on
the vacuum pumps, and would probably even result in a non-adiabatic expansion
if the pumps are not strong enough.[41] In addition, the density of the molecules
for a slit valve drops with 1/D where as with a pinhole valve it drops with 1/D2
(D is the distance from the nozzle), further increasing the number of particles
that can be interacted with. Another benefit of slit valves is that in a planar
jet the majority of molecules are moving parallel to the forward-axes, thus the
transverse velocity distribution is much smaller than in jets from pinhole nozzles.
13
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In the latter ones, all molecules start at the same point and move on paths with
different angles. Given the previous argument, slit valves have a substantial re-
duction of Doppler broadening1.[42,43] Those advantages make slit valves especially
interesting for spectroscopic experiments, since it leads to narrower more intense
peaks and therefore better sensitivity and resolution of the performed experiment.
There are two different types of slit valves: the first category are "real" slit
valves meaning the adiabatic expansion actually happens from a slit, the second
category are pinhole valves that are modified with a piece on top, which has a
slit as an opening. The first "real" slit valve was reported in 1981 by Amirav and
coworkers, built for absorption spectroscopy of large molecules.[44] It consisted
of two concentric cylinders that were fitted to be placed inside each other, each
having a 35mm long and 0.2mm wide slit. The sample mixed with the carrier gas
was fed into the inner cylinder. Then the inner cylinder was rotated by a motor
and when the two slits met the source released a molecular pulse from its orifice.
The valve was capable of creating pulses of 150µs duration with a repetition rate
of < 12Hz. Another designs used three general valve solenoids to move a slit
like poppet or current-loop actuators that open and close slit like openings.[42,43]
The problem with the above-mentioned slit valve solutions was that they did not
have a long life span. The designs were so fragile that the valves could only be
operated for a couple of weeks before they broke or required major maintenance.
The second category of slit valves is in use today in a number of laboratories,
and it deploys a combination of commercially available pinhole valves and an ad-
ditional top piece with a second opening that is shaped like a slit which extracts
a planar part from the beam.[45,46] Owing to the easier design the valves are ro-
bust and easy to maintain. But, since the expansion does not happen at the slit,
the result is a two step expansion, which is warmer and in general hard to predict.
1Doppler broadening arises if particles traveling with different velocities encounter for example
a laser beam. Arising from the Doppler effect the particles receive light with different
absolute wavelength. Especially in spectroscopic applications that leads to wider peaks.
14
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From the previous paragraph it follows what the goals for designing a slit valve
are: An ideal slit valve is a "real" slit valve with an expansion that actually
happens from a rectangular orifice and that can be operated routinely over a long
time without severe changes in function or permanent maintenance needs.
1.4 Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical method that allows the separation and
detection of free ions in the gas phase based on their mass-to-charge (m/z )-ratio.
This method can yield information on the composition of a sample as well as on
the isotopic species contained. MS is a reliable and fast method used in many
fields including medicine,[47] chemistry,[48] geology,[49] biochemistry,[50] industry,[51]
and molecular physics,[52] and it is not even exclusively used on earth but also on
other planets and meteors in our solar system aiding space exploration.[53,54]
A mass spectrometer consists of at least three parts, an ion source, a mass
analyzer, separating the ions according to their m/z -ratios, and a detector, which
counts the ions, for example by measuring the ion current.
Depending on the ionization method used it is possible to get additional in-
formation such as spatial resolution (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization,
MALDI).[55] Tandem-MS utilizes multiple mass analyzers and fragmentation cells,
allowing further investigation of a single species in a mass spectrum by selecting,
fragmenting and analysing it again; therefore gaining an additional analytical
dimension.[56]
One frequently used mass analyzer is the time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer. It con-
sists of a repeller and an extractor, usually metal plates with holes in them, to
which different voltages are applied. Since ions are charged, they will be acceler-
ated by the electric field. The potential energy of the ions is related to the electric
potential at which they are created and the charge of the ions. All ions that have
the same charge will originally have the same potential energy which is converted
15
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into the same kinetic energy. The temporal separation between different types of
equally charged ions is given by the fact that their velocity changes depends on
their mass (v ∝ √m−1 =⇒ arrival time∝ √m). After being separated by the
TOF the ions need to be detected. Micro channel plates (MCPs) are commonly
used detector types. They are made from a plate containing many small channels
coated with a semiconductor (e.g. Ni-Cr). The arriving ions collide with the
walls, which results in a cascade of electrons that leads to an amplification. The
electrons are detected by the metal coated ends of the channels functioning as
photo cathodes or anodes.[57,58] More details of the TOF and MCP used for this
work are presented in section 3.3.
In addition to being a widely used stand alone technique for analytic purposes,
MS is also used in combination with other methods such as liquid or gas phase
chromatography and ion mobility spectrometry.[59,60] It is also usually the method
of choice to detect ions selected by their m/z after a spectroscopic experiment,
enabling the selective investigation of different species.[61]
1.5 Spectroscopy
During spectroscopy a system is studied by looking at the electromagnetic radi-
ation it emits or interacts with.[62] That includes a variety of methods differing
in the wavelength of the deployed radiation, and in the type of interaction be-
tween matter and radiation. Some examples for the different wavelength regions
are microwave,[Hernandez2017] infrared,[63] UV/vis,[64] and x-ray radiation.[65] Dif-
ferent interactions include absorption[66] and emission spectroscopy,[67] as well as
methods based on scattering of the radiation by the matter.[68] Spectroscopic
methods are used for almost everything from medical diagnostics,[69] such mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI)[70] to environmental monitoring like the analy-
sis of the pollution of earths atmosphere.[71] Furthermore, it is usually used in
space exploration, for example, to determine the composition of other planets.[72]
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Spectroscopy is also an important tool for elemental analyses and structure de-
termination of various types of compounds; such as inorganic substances[73] or
biological macromolecules.[74] Moreover, it is also possible to determine the elec-
tronic structure of a molecule using spectroscopy,[75] and to measure the energies
of its rotational, translational, and vibrational transitions.[76]
Microwave spectroscopy is one method that enables the investigation of rota-
tional states in molecules.[77] Another example of a spectroscopic method is laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF). It yields information about the electronic structure
of a molecule and utilizes electromagnetic radiation of the UV/vis range to excite
electrons within a molecule. Upon relaxation a photon is emitted and detected.[78]
One spectroscopic method capable of selectively ionizing species in a mixture
is REMPI, which will be explained in detail in the following section.
1.6 Resonance-Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization
In the early 1970s, REMPI was developed as a new tool for spectroscopy.[79,80] It
did not take long until its potential as an easy, and soft ionization method was
discovered.[81,82] Nowadays, it is used in combination with mass spectrometry
leading to a method with two information dimensions. The possible selective
ionization of one substance allows it to be used as an ionization method for mass
spectrometry of complex mixtures.
REMPI is a laser-based photoionization technique that utilizes at least two
usually UV/vis photons to excite a molecule above its ionization threshold. This
leads to the loss of an electron and therefore generates positively charged ions.
The used photons can either have the same energy that would be called one-color,
two-photon (1+1)-REMPI. If the used photons have different energies then it is
called two-color, two-photon (1+1’)-REMPI. Usually the latter is only used if the
energetic difference between the intermediate state and the ionization threshold is
higher than the energy of the first photon used. Since some electronically excited
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states are too high in energy, it is also possible that more than two photons are
necessary to reach the ionization energy of a molecule (2+1 or 3+1 REMPI).
1+1 REMPI is the most commonly used scheme, it is depicted in Figure 1.6.
The irradiated molecule first absorbs one photon which elevates it to a higher,
electronically excited state. To ensure a high enough number of molecules in
the initial state the molecules are usually cooled down by an adiabatic expan-
sion from a free jet source or using buffer gas cooling.[81] If the lifetime of the
electronically excited state is sufficiently long the molecule can absorb a second
photon which leads to an additional rise in energy and the ionization threshold
can be overcome. Since the photon density must be high enough to ensure the
molecules encounter a second photon before the transition state decays, usually
pulsed lasers are deployed for these experiments.[81]
Using REMPI it is possible to ionize just one substance in a complex mixture
of molecules, even conformers can be selectively ionized. This can be used for
understanding the conformational landscape of a molecule. To determine the
energy necessary to be in resonance with a transition of just one species the fre-
quency of the photons is scanned. The selective ionization lowers the detection









Figure 1.6: In REMPI the first photon elevates an electron into a higher, elec-
tronically excited state. If the lifetime of that excited state is long enough, a second
photon is absorbed and the ionization threshold is overcome. When the electron





2.1 Piezoelectric Stack Actuator Slit Valve
The PSA slit valve characterized in this thesis was designed by Henrik Haak
and built by the precision mechanics workshop of the Fritz-Haber-Institut. The
electronics necessary to drive the PSA were designed and assembled by Thomas
Zehentbauer.
Figure 2.1: Plunger of the slit valve, made of hardened steel. The shape is
optimized to ensure the sealing surface is planar and the plunger can be pulled
back by magnets, while simultaneously minimizing the weight. It is moved by the
PSA to open and close the nozzle.
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Figure 2.2: The newly designed slit valve shown as a drawing (courtesy of Henrik
Haak) and a photo (taken by Eike Mucha). The photo was taken before the pipe
to mount the valve inside the chamber was attached. The gas room in front of
the valve is filled with sample gas from the outside. The gas is released when the
PSA is operated. At the back, the piezo is attached to the micrometer screw which
allows for additional manipulation of the gas flow from the outside of the vacuum
chamber.
A drawing and a picture of the slit valve are shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of a
gas chamber in the front, the PSA1(in the following referred to as piezo) in the
middle, and a micrometer screw at the back. The gas chamber has two tubings
welded into it for input of sample and carrier gas. For many experiments only
one gas input is required, the second input is implemented for conceivable future
experiments where mixing of different gases is desired in the area close to the
expansion region. There are additional gas feedthroughs not directly connected
to the sample region which can be used for heating or cooling the valve. For the
characterization presented in this thesis these feedthroughs were blind-flanged,
and experiments were performed at room temperature. The plunger is made
of hardened steel and has a custom form as seen in Figure 2.1. That shape is
optimized to ensure the sealing surface is planar and the plunger can be pulled
back by magnets while simultaneously minimizing he weight, which is necessary
because of the fast movements wanted. During assembly it was noticed that the
plunger is not parallel to the front plate. The distance difference was measured
to be approximately 20µm between the two ends of the plunger. To compensate
for this tilt, shims with a total height of 90µm were placed between the front
plate and the gas room at the side where the plunger is higher. The front plate
has the dimensions of a CF40 flange and is connected to the gas chamber by
six customized M6 screws and nuts. It has a slit-shaped orifice in it which
has the dimensions 25mmx100µm. An additional hole is placed in the front
plate orthogonal to the beam direction allowing for laser excitation just 4.4mm
1Bought from Physical Instruments (P-850.60V)
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after the nozzle. The PSA is connected to the plunger by a bar pin which
is surrounded by a bellow to ensure vacuum tightness. Because of the high
sensitivity of the PSA to any torque force it is surrounded by a PEEK guidance.
This is attached to a customized lever construction (micrometer screw) where
the positioning of the plunger can be finely optimized. This is crucial for example
when changing the sealing thickness or for additional manipulation of the gas
flow from the outside of the vacuum chamber. The maximal deflection is 795µm
and the deflection per turn was measured to be 53µm. The wires of the PSA
control are connected to the outside via an electric vacuum feedthrough mounted
of a 1/2 inch NPT flange. The PSA is operated with a custom made switch
that is connected to two DC power supplies and a Tektronix arbitrary function
generator (AFG 3021C). Its circuit diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. The piezo
supply voltage is switched between 70V (open) (VDD) and approximately 25V
(closed) (VSS) with variable opening times. When the valve is not operated
for a longer time, the micrometer screw is used to manually close the valve.
For short times, the high voltage is left on. The function generator is set to
generate TTL pulses of a chosen length, which in the following is referred to as
opening time. Since this opening time only describes the timing for the voltages it
is a fair assumption that the actual opening time of the valve is shorter than that.
Additional pictures and details about the set up can be found in the appendix
in FiguresA.4, A.5, A.6, and A.7. In section A.2 a detailed description of the
assembly procedure can be found.
2.2 Characterization of the Slit Valve
The slit valve was placed in a vacuum chamber, which was assembled specifically
for its characterization. A picture of the setup is shown in FigureA.8. The
chamber is evacuated by a scroll roughing pump and two Pfeiffer turbomolecular
pumps (HiPace 700 DN 160 CF-F, 3P) creating a vacuum of typically 10−7 mbar.
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Figure 2.3: Courtesy of Thomas Zehentbauer: Circuit diagram of the PSA
switch. A TTL pulse is generated by the function generator, which triggers the
switch to change the voltage applied to the PSA from VDD (70V) to VSS (typi-
cally 25V) for the duration of the pulse (usually between 150µs and 600µs).
During operation of the valve the pressure increases depending on the opening
time, backing pressure, and the positioning of the micrometer screw.
Argon (99.999%) was used as backing gas for the characterization experiments.
It was bought from Westfalen and used as delivered.
The atomic beam was detected using a capacitive microphone2. It should be
noted that these microphones are not specifically designed for use in vacuum and
they only worked well for a limited amount of time. The microphones had to
be exchanged multiple times during the course of the experiment. It was glued
to a threaded rod using Varnisch 3, a vacuum compatible glue, and soldered to
the copper wires used for electronic connections with silver solder, which is lead-
free and therefore well-compatible for use in vacuum. The microphone assembly
was mounted onto a linear translation stage, which was mounted onto a X-Y-
manipulator, allowing for flexible positioning in front of the opening of the slit
valve. It was supplied with 10V by a DC power supply from RS PRO (RPE-
2323). If necessary the signal was amplified using a custom built amplifier from
2Knowles Electronics EK23132 000, datasheet can be found in the appendix in FigureA.9
3used as bought from Cryophysics, Germany
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the electronics workshop of the Fritz-Haber-Institut, the datasheet is shown in the
FigureA.10. The data was displayed and saved using a Tektronics oscilloscope
(TDS 2024C).
2.3 REMPI of Indanol
The REMPI spectroscopy experiments were performed using the experimental
setup designated for multi-resonance experiments of chiral molecules using con-
trolled microwave radiation in combination with UV light. A picture of the setup
can be found in the appendix, FigureA.1. The vacuum system of the instrument
consists of two differentially pumped vacuum chambers separated by a skimmer,
which can also be replaced by a vacuum-sealing window using a home-built gate
valve, allowing for independent venting and evacuation of the source chamber
and the detection chamber. Each chamber has a scroll roughing pump as well
as a Pfeiffer turbomolecular pump4,5 with throughputs of 1350 ls−1 and 665 ls−1
leading to vacuum pressures of 2·10−8 and 8·10−8 respectively.
A standard general valve with a circular orifice diameter of 750µm is used as a
molecular beam source. It is shown in Figure ??. It is mounted onto a home-
built copper front plate which is mounted on a 3.5 inch diameter pipe. This pipe
has a polished surface, allowing it to be vacuum sealed using a Viton o-ring.
The pipe is mounted to the vacuum system such that it can be moved further
in or out of the chamber allowing for choosing the distance of the valve to the
skimmer. Copper is chosen as the material for the front plate because of its
favorable heat conductivity. Since many of the molecules that are interesting
for the experiment have a low vapor pressure, heating of the sample is required.
A heatable sample holder was built by assembling a combination of Swagelok
and CF 16 components, with a CF 16 tubing functioning as a heatable sample
holder. For heating, five polyimide heating elements (25mmx50mmx0.2mm)
4source chamber: HiPace 1500CDN250CF-F, 3P;
5detection chamber: HiPace 700MDN160CF-F, 3P
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were placed on the outside of the sample holder and the gas tubing leading to the
general valve. Two of them were mounted to the sample holder and electrically
connected in parallel to heat the back part and three of them were attached
to the front, also connected in parallel, for heating the rest of the gas line up
to the nozzle. They are powered by a DC power supply with voltage that was
chosen to reach the desired temperature (for 1-indanol 50◦C-60◦C) which was
monitored with thermocouple sensors. A modified swagelock quick connect is
placed in front of the sample holder to allow sample changes without breaking
vacuum as well as to adjust the tension of the solenoid of the general valve. Since
the setup is designed to conduct polarisation controlled microwave experiments
the source chamber contains three horn antennas, one on the top and one from
each side. The one on top and the one entering from the right side (from the
source perspective) are broadband horn antennas and the third one is a dual
polarization horn antenna. It is constructed this way to ensure the microwaves
have orthogonal polarisation. In addition three layers of Eccosorb microwave




















Figure 2.4: The valve used for REMPI spectroscopy, is a modified general valve.
The sample holder and the heating elements are pictured. The valve is mounted
into a copper frontplate, which is than attached to the pipe (not pictured here),
that is functioning as a sealing surface.
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For molecule detection a TOF mass spectrometer with an MCP detector is
mounted in the detection chamber. A schematic drawing is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.5. The TOF consists of three electrodes in the bottom, which create two
electric fields (between VA2 and VA1 and between VA1 and the 0V of the third
electrode) which accelerate the ions towards the top. The ions can additionally
be steered by the deflection plates (electric field between VY1 and VY2). After
travelling approximately 300mm they reach the negatively charged MCP (VD1).
More details about the used TOF and MCP can be found in FigureA.2 and
FigureA.3.
The ionization is accomplished using lasers. The used lasers are a flash lamp
pumped neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG)-Laser in the
third harmonic (≈ 250mJ), which is coupled into a tunable dye laser, which con-
tains coumarin 540A (153) and a KDP doubling crystal (63◦) (260 nm - 380 nm
with a power of 10mJ - 15mJ) and an ArF excimer laser with a wavelength of
193 nm. Figure 2.6 shows a scheme of the timings necessary to conduct REMPI
spectroscopy (∆tdye), spectroscopy using the excimer laser (∆texcimer) and shows
the parameter, that is scanned during the lifetime determinations (timing between
a and b).
The used 1-indanol (98%) was bought from Alpha Aesar. It was crushed, put
into glass wool and placed inside the sample holder.
Experiments were performed with different carrier gases, namely helium, neon,
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Figure 2.5: The TOF consists of three electrodes in the bottom, accelerating
the ions upwards. Two deflection plates are used to compensate for the forward
velocity of the molecules in the beam, and to guide the ions, which are created via
















Figure 2.6: Schematic depiction of the timings used to conduct spectroscopy of
1-indanol. The valve is triggered first. To determine the speed, and the optimal
timing to conduct further experiments, delay scans are conducted. Therefore ∆tdye
or ∆texcimer is changed. For the lifetime measurements the timing between the dye
laser (a) and the excimer laser (b) is changed.
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To use a newly developed valve in an experiment, characterization is necessary.
The valve must be operational, meaning actually creating a molecular beam.
And it needs to be determined if the beam has the necessary properties to be
used in a certain way. There are several factors that are crucial for the operation
of a molecular beam source. All must be optimized to ensure an ideal or at
least close to ideal molecular beam. In the case of a molecular supersonic jet for
spectroscopy, it must be cold and contain a lot of molecules meaning it has a
high intensity. In addition it should be narrow in time without a "tail" to ensure
a good adiabatic expansion and a narrow velocity distribution of the molecules.
The newly designed source that is characterized in this thesis is a real slit valve
that uses a PSA. The characterization is performed using a microphone, which
detects the pressure change created by an atomic or molecular beam,[84,85] and
transforms it into an electric signal, that can be visualized using an oscilloscope.
To determine if the valve is opening properly and actually creating an atomic
beam, measurements are taken with atoms in the gas chamber of the valve and
while the gas room is evacuated. Figure 3.1 shows that the slit valve is creating
an atomic beam. The two sharp peaks at 0µs and 250µs are responses of the
microphone to the applied pulse. They appear if the valve is operated with gas
or not. The broader peak at 620µs in the green curve is present only when atoms
fill the gas room of the valve and therefore are definitely an atomic beam.
To then determine the optimal operating conditions for the piezo, it is supplied
with different voltages. The response of the piezo (a) and the atomic beam (b)
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Figure 3.1: Traces detected by the microphone: The valve was operated with
(green) and without (blue) gas inside the valve. The piezo was switched between
0V and 50V with a repetition rate of 1Hz. The applied pulse had a length of
250µs. The microphone was supplied with a voltage of 10V and the signal was
amplified by a factor of 10. Both curves are single traces.
were measured and are shown in Figure 3.2. It is obvious that a higher voltage
difference leads to a higher signal. The reason is the valve is opened more because
the movement of the piezo is larger. But the signal has a shoulder at higher
switching voltages. Apparently the closing of the valve is not fast enough, which
is also evident in the data showing the responce of the piezo in Figure 3.2 (a).
The optimal operating voltage difference would not be too high to minimize the
stress the piezo is experiencing. Still it should lead to enough deflection of the
piezo to ensure the opening of the valve. Considering that, further experiments
were performed switching between 25V and 70V.
It could be assumed that the low starting point at 66V is caused by the repeti-
tion rate being too high for the piezo to reach the 70V again after the deflection.
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Figure 3.2: The piezo of the slit valve was switched between different voltages
to determine the optimal operation conditions. The response of the piezo (a)
and atomic beam (1.2 bar argon) detected by the microphone (b) are shown. To
conserve the piezo while ensuring good enough opening of the valve, further ex-
periments were conducted switching between 25V and 70V (yellow lines). The
applied pulse had a length of 200µs with a repetition rate of 1Hz. The micro-
phone was supplied with a voltage of 10V and the signal was amplified by a factor
of 10. All curves are single traces.
Therefore measurements were taken at 0.5Hz and 0.25Hz, however the starting
points are the same at all three frequencies. Additionally the lower voltage also
does not correspond with the applied voltage. With decreasing voltage the devia-
tion between the applied and observed voltage increases. The reason is probably
a resistor or capacitor some were in the electrical setup, operating the piezo.
3.1 Different Opening Times
To determine the optimal operating conditions to create an optimal beam first
the best opening time was determined by taking measurements with different
TTL-pulse length (120µs - 1000µs). Different opening times lead to beam pulses
that differ in their intensity, length and shape as evident in Figure 3.3.
In Figure 3.4 the peak voltage (a), full width at half maximum (FWHM) (b),
and the arrival time of the atoms (c) is shown as a function of the opening time.
Increasing the opening time first leads to an increase in intensity (peak voltage)
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Figure 3.3: Microphone signal curves for 1.2 bar argon as a function of time
since the start of the voltage pulse applied to the PSA. The length of the TTL-
pulse triggering the piezo was changed between 120µs and 1000µs. First increas-
ing the opening time leads to an increase in intensity. But starting at 300µs
the beam only gets broader and at very long opening times (750µs and 1000µs a
shoulder or second peak is visible. Therefore the optimal opening time is between
200µs and 300µs (*). The piezo was switched between 0V and 50V with a repe-
tition rate of 1Hz. The microphone was positioned 190mm in front of the nozzle
and supplied with a voltage of 10V and the signal was amplified by a factor of 10.
All curves were averaged 8 times before saving.
and a slight broadening of the beam which is caused by more atoms entering the
chamber attributable to the longer opening time. This is also the reason why
the maximum of the peak is shifting to longer times (arrival time), also the first
molecules always reach the microphone at the same time. If the opening time
gets too long the beam starts broadening and eventually two peaks arise. When
two peaks appear, the intensity of each single peak is lower than the intensity of
the peaks at prior opening times. This is likely the result of a "bouncing" of the
plunger creating two consecutive openings of the valve resulting in two pulses. In
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addition to this, there is a significantly bigger gas load when the pulses are longer
and the elevated pressure conditions in the vacuum chamber could inhibit a proper
adiabatic expansion. To ensure optimal opening conditions further measurement
are taken with opening times between 200µs and 300µs.
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Figure 3.4: The peak voltage (a), FWHM (b), and the arrival time of the argon
atoms (c) is shown as a function of the opening time. The data points are the
result of the analyzed curves visible in Figure 3.3. Since an ideal molecular beam
is high in intensity and narrow in time, owing to a low velocity distribution,
the optimal opening time is between 200µs and 300µs (?). The arrival time of
the maxima is increasing with increasing opening time (c). This is caused by
the broadening of the peaks, the first molecules always reach the microphone at
the same time. The results for the opening times of 750µs and 1000µs are not
included, because their shape (two peaks) is too different do be compared to the
others.
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3.2 Different Gas Pressures
Another important parameter is the backing pressure of the carrier gas. To deter-
mine the optimal pressure to create an ideal beam measurements were performed
with different backing pressures (1.2 bar - 4.0 bar). The pressure has an influence
on the quality of the expansion as well as on the intensity and shape of beam in
time. The measurement data for these properties is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Time versus intensity curves as detected by the microphone. The
argon pressure was varied between 1.2 bar and 4.0 bar. An increase in pressure
first leads to higher intensities but starting at 3.2 bar the intensity declines and the
peaks get broader. Shoulders start to arise 2.2 bar. Since the ideal pulse is sharp
and narrow; the ideal pressure was found to be between 1.2 bar and 1.6 bar (*),
for the present experimental conditions. The piezo was switched between 25V and
70V with a repetition rate of 1Hz and a pulse length of 200µs. The microphone
was positioned 20mm in front of the nozzle and supplied with a voltage of 10V
and the signal was amplified by a factor of 10. All curves were averaged 8 times
before saving.
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In Figure 3.6 the intensity (a), FWHM (b), and the arrival time of the first atoms
(c) is shown in dependence of the argon pressure. When increasing the pres-
sure the beam first gets more intense and slightly broader. This is caused by
more atoms entering the chamber during the opening of the orifice since they are
pushed/sucked out by the pressure difference. If the pressure gets too high the
beam starts to get a "tail", which is evidence of the expansion not being as good
as before because the atoms have a wider velocity distribution. The ideal pres-
sure to operate the valve under the given conditions is determined to be between
1.2 bar and 1.6 bar because there the beam has the highest intensity while the
microphone signal indicates that expansion is still happening properly.
3.3 Speed of the Beam
The speed of the ejected atoms is very important. It needs to be known to
determine whether the expansion is actually supersonic. In addition it is beneficial
to have a a good understanding of the speed of the beam to have information
about the interaction time in potential experiments with for example optical
or electric fields. For other applications it might be desirable to have a slow
beam or a monochromatic beam, which also requires knowledge of the velocity
of the particles. A fast supersonic beam is a good indicator for a low rotational
temperature, since more internal energy must have been converted into kinetic
energy, therefore more molecules exist in the desired ground state.
Since the speed of the fastest atoms apparently does not depend on the opening
time of the valve or the argon pressure the velocity of the atoms can now be
determined. Therefore time versus intensity curves were measured 22mm and
190mm in front of the nozzle. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: The intensity (a), FWHM (b), and the arrival time of atoms (c) is
shown as a function of the argon pressure. The data points are the result of the
analyzed curves visible in Figure 3.5. Since an ideal molecular beam is sharp and
narrow the optimal argon pressure is between 1.2 bar and 1.6 bar (?). The arrival
time of the atoms is not influenced highly by the argon pressure (c), as expected.
This value is clearly higher than the speed of sound 343ms−1 (in air at 293.15K),
therefore the expansion is supersonic. In addition it is in very good accordance
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Figure 3.7: Intensity versus time curves as detected by the microphone with
1.2 bar argon. The measurements were performed 22mm and 190mm in front
of the slit to allow the calculation of the atoms speed. The piezo was switched
between 25V and 70V with a repetition rate of 1Hz and a pulse width of 200µs.
The microphone was supplied with a voltage of 10V and the signal was amplified
by a factor of 10. Both curves were averaged 8 times before saving.
3.4 Shape of the Beam
The shape of the beam is crucial since the slit valve was designed to create a
planar beam. As seen in Figure 3.8 the source does produce a beam that is not
identical in every dimension. Nonetheless, the shape is not as planar as initially
expected. Another noticeable fact is that the source is not opening symmetrically
which is likely due to a slight tilt in the positioning of the plunger or the front
plate. To counter that, additional shims (90µm shims were implemented in the
original assembly, see Section 2.1) were put between the gas room walls and the
front plate with respect to each other.
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Figure 3.8: Normalized beam profiles measured 22mm in front of the slit. The
slit is 25mm long and is positioned between millimeter 10 and 35 on the longitu-
dinal axis. It is obvious that the valve is not opening homogeneously with 90µm
shims. Additional shims were added in order to tilt the front plate of the valve
with respect to the plunger to effectively achieve parallel conditions for front plate
and plunger. This measurement showed a clear improvement. Note the difference
between 90µm and 110µm shims, adding more shims than did not help. All mea-
surements were taken with an argon pressure of 1.2 bar and an opening time of
200µs. The piezo was switched between 25V and 70V with a repetition rate of
1Hz. A voltage of 10V was applied to the microphone and the amplifier was set
to no amplification.
First a 20µm shim was added which led to an improvement as shown in figure
3.8. The beam is clearly more planar. But adding an additional 10µm shim led
to no further improvement as evident in Figure 3.8 (120µm).
From the data discussed throughout this chapter it is possible to conclude that the
optimal operation conditions of the valve for argon are an opening time between
200µs and 300µs, and a pressure between 1.2 bar and 1.6 bar. The amount
of molecules leaving the nozzle, is not identical for the entire length of the slit
shaped orifice, but nonetheless the shape of the beam is clearly asymmetric and
planar as desired. Moreover, the characterization showed, that the design is stable
enough to support constant usage of the valve, since it has been operated without
maintenance for over three month now. In summary, it has been shown that the
new slit valve is in fact operational and creating a supersonic argon beam.
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Figure 4.1: 1-Indanol is a chiral molecule well suited for microwave spectroscopy
because of its relativly large dipole moment. It is interesting because chiral alcohols
are important intermediates for the synthesis of many drugs.
The chamber that was used for the following experiments will also be used for chi-
rality sensitive microwave spectroscopy and enantiomer-specific population trans-
fer in the future. For these future experiments measurements are performed to
optimize the source conditions, to gain experience with the dye laser system, and
to spectroscopically characterize the chiral molecule 1-indanol. 1-Indanol is a
relatively simple alcohol that has a chiral center and an aromatic ring, making
it an attractive molecule to explore, especially since it is very rigid, limiting its
low-frequency vibrational modes. The two enantiomers of 1-indanol are depicted
in Figure 4.1. It is well suited for microwave spectroscopy because the main
conformer 1eq has a relatively large total dipole moment of 1.7Debye. Several
spectroscopic experiments have been performed using 1-indanol in the past.[86]
Here these past data is used for comparison with our own experimental data to
characterize the experimental setup.
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1-Indanol has different conformers, which arise because of alicyclic puckering mo-
tion and the internal rotation of the hydroxy group.[86] The four most stable
ones are shown in Figure 4.2. The ground state structural calculations of the
different low energy conformers of 1-indanol have been performed deploying the
B2PLYP functional, including Grimme’s dispersion correction[87] and a Becke-
Johnson damping[88], with a correlation consistent bases set, aug-cc-pVTZ, using
the program GAUSSIAN[89]. This functional and basis set were chosen because
in other studies it has been shown to give good results for the relative energies
of conformers.[77,86,90] From the literature it is known that there are six energy
minima[91] corresponding to different conformers. In Table 4.1 the energies, ro-
tational constants, and dipole moments for the four most stable conformers are
given. The ground state vibrational frequency calculation corresponding to the
lowest energy structure (1 eq) was performed at the same level of theory and then
compared with the reported fluorescence emission spectra (Table 4.2). These har-
monic vibrational frequencies are intended to assist in the interpretation of the
experimental spectra for current and future experiments.
Table 4.1: Energies, rotational constants, and dipole moments for the four most
stable 1-indanol conformers. Calculations are courtesy of Alicia Hernandez-
Castillo.












E e (eV)[86] 0.0 2.5 2.4 4.7
E 0 (eV)[86] 0.0 1.9 1.9 4.0
A (GHz) 2422 2519 2562 2425
B (GHz) 1235 1201 1195 1243
C (GHz) 849 894 899 851
µa (D) -0.783 1.093 1.126 -1.084
µb (D) 1.362 1.352 -0.064 1.087





Figure 4.2: From [86]: The four most stable conformers of 1-indanol are shown.
They differ concerning the position of the hydroxy-group, either pseudo-axial or
pseudo-equatorial, as for example in 1eq and 1ax. The conformers also vary in
the dihedral angle involving the hydrogen atom, the oxygen atom, the carbon atom
(to which the hydroxy-group is attached), and the adjacent carbon atom in the
ring. This is noticeable by comparing 1eq and 3eq.
4.1 Different Carrier Gases
Different carrier gases can have a big influence on the species observed in a spec-
trum. First, the translational cooling ability depends somewhat on the used car-
rier gas. Secondly, if different isomers or conformers exist of the same substance,
depending on the energy barrier between them, low-energy two-body collisions
of carrier gas atoms with the molecules can lead to relaxation so that mainly
the energetic favorable species exist in a spectrum.[92,93] Conformational cooling
depends on the carrier gas used, because the binding energy with the seeded
molecules depends on the involved carrier gas atom.
The conformational distribution of 1-indanol, which is sensitive to the expansion
conditions, is controllable through changing the carrier gas.
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Therefore 1-indanol is investigated using different carrier gases. Measurements
were taken in helium, neon, and argon. Figure 4.3 shows the mass spectra taken
with the excimer laser and the dye laser, they will be discussed in the following
sections.
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Figure 4.3: Mass spectra of 1-indanol taken with different carrier gases. The
ionization was performed by the ArF excimer laser at 51800 cm−1 (a), and the
dye laser set to 37060 cm−1 (b). Clearly visible in all spectra is the molecular
ion peak of indanol (m/z 134). The other visible peaks are correlated to indene
(m/z 116), a benzyl radical (m/z 91), an indanol water cluster (m/z 152), and
indanol water clusters with three to eight water molecules (m/z 188 -m/z 278).
The excimer spectra show more peaks because the higher energy of the laser leads
to more fragmentation and also fragments and clusters are ionized. In addition,
the dye is set to be in resonance with the 1-indanol transition, other species may
not be in resonance with the wavelength of the dye laser. Every spectrum was
averaged 1000 times before saving (except the dye laser spectra of neon and argon
500 times each). The sample had a temperature of approximately 50◦C. The VD1
of the MCP was set to be between -1500V and -1700V. Dependent on the carrier
gas the delay between the valve and the laser was set to be 514µs (helium), 791µs
(neon), and 984µs (argon).
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Figure 4.4: Delay scans of the main molecular pulses in helium (1.6 bar), neon
(1.7 bar), and argon (1.7 bar) recorded, using the dye laser set to 37060 cm−1. The
speed is predominantly determined by the carrier gas, the lighter the carrier gas
the faster the beam. The intensity change and the broadening (FWHM) of the
peak is caused by the longer flight time of neon and argon. Only the intensity
of the intact indanol ion peak was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the delay timing
between valve trigger and laser trigger was changed. The step size is 10µs and
every point was averaged 50 times before saving. The sample had a temperature
of approximately 50◦C. The VD1 of the MCP was set to be between -1400V and
-1500V for the displayed scans.
4.1.1 Helium
The time axis of the measured TOF mass spectrum is converted into a m/z -axis
by setting the highest peak in the TOF spectrum to correspond to m/z 134. This
is the weight (134 u) of the indanol molecule with the most abundant isotopes of





Figure 4.5: 1-Indanol can undergo a dehydration reaction resulting in a water
molecule and indene. That would explain the peak at m/z 116 in the mass spectra.
the combination of two photons of the dye laser (4.6 eV) or one photon of the dye
and one of the excimer laser (6.4 eV) is only slightly higher than the ionization
barrier of 2-indanol (8.5 eV).[94] A similar value can be assumed for 1-indanol.
Therefore the most abundant ion in the beam is assumed to be a singly charged










In Figure 4.3 the mass spectra of 1-indanol, taken in helium using the excimer
laser (a) and the dye laser (b) are shown in blue. The highest peak at m/z 134
is assigned to the molecular ion of indanol [M]+. In addition, both spectra show
a peak at m/z 116, possibly correlated to indene [M-H2O]+. This fragmentation
channel is depicted in Figure 4.5.[86]
The excimer spectrum shows additional peaks at m/z 91 [M-C2H2OH]·, indicat-
ing the likely presence of a benzyl radical, and at m/z 152 [M+H2O]+, which is
an indanol water cluster.[86] There is also a small peak at m/z 4 indicating the
presence of a helium cation [He]+. More peaks are visible in the excimer spectrum
because the laser beam has a higher power which leads to more fragmentation.
Moreover the spectra acquired using REMPI spectroscopy are more selective,
since only molecules with an electronically excited state in resonance with the
used wavelength 37060 cm−1 are ionized.
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Figure 4.6: Delay scan of 1-indanol taken in helium at 1.6 bar using the dye laser
set to 37060 cm−1 to determine the optimal timing for the ionization, with respect
to the valve opening. The delay timing resulting in the highest molecule signal
is 514µs. The pulse has a length (FWHM) of 35µs. The peak at 2115µs (*) is
probably the result of the poppet of the general valve bouncing back up after the
first closing of the valve, creating multiple openings. The second peak (?) might
be caused by scattering of the molecules. Only the intensity of the intact indanol
ion peak was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the timing was changed. The step size
is 25µs and every point was averaged 50 times before saving. The sample had a
temperature of approximately 50◦C. The VD1 of the MCP was set to be -1520V.
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After determining the position of the indanol ion in the mass spectrum gates
are set to monitor only the intensity of that peak in the mass spectrum and a
delay scan to determine the optimal timing between the valve opening and the
laser pulse is taken. The result is shown in Figure 4.6. The maximum signal is
observed at about 514µs after the valve is triggered. Its FWHM and therefore
the length of the pulse is 35µs.








5 · 1.38064852 · 10−23 m2kgs−2K−1 · 323.15 K




Knowing that the speed is ∼ 1800ms−1 it takes the valve approximately 514µs -
262µs≈ 250µs to fully open after it has received the trigger pulse. This is a
realistic value for a general valve.
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Figure 4.7: Frequency scans performed in helium, with a pressure of 2 bar, using
the dye laser. The difference between the blue and green scan is only the energy
region, through which the laser was scanned. To merge both scans the intensity
of the green scan was adjusted to match the blue one, the peak at 37176 cm−1
was used as a reference point. Three conformers of 1-indanol are present in the
spectrum. The highest blue peak (37060 cm−1) is the origin band (S0-S1) of the
most stable conformer 1eq. The one red shifted by 31 cm−1 from it is correlated to
conformer 2ax (37029cm−1). The third conformer (37132 cm−1) is represented by
the small peak blue shifted 72 cm−1 from the main peak of conformer 1eq.[86] The
black numbers indicate the frequencies in correlation to the origin of the most
stable conformer 1eq. Only the intensity of the intact indanol ion peak in the
TOF spectrum was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the wavelength of the laser was
changed. Every point was averaged 50 times before saving. The sample had a
temperature between 35◦C an 45◦C. The VD1 of the MCP was set to be -1500V.
The time delay between the valve and the laser was set to be 514µs.
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Once the position of indanol in the mass spectrum has been determined and
the timing between the valve and the laser pulse has been optimized, frequency
scans are performed. Therefore only the intensity of the indanol ion peak of
the mass spectrum was monitored and the dye laser was scanned in frequency.
To determine the optimal backing pressure of helium to obtain a cold spectrum,
spectra at pressures of 1 bar, 1.7 bar, 2 bar, and 4 bar were recorded. 2.0 bar is
the optimal pressure to obtain a cold spectrum.
At 2 bar helium pressure scans are taken changing the wavelength of the dye
laser in 0.7 cm−1 steps from 37244 cm−1 to 36969 cm−1 and from 37418 cm−1 to
37140 cm−1. If the set wavelength is in resonance with a transition of 1-indanol
the molecule gets ionized via REMPI and this is observed in the mass spectrum.
This results in the (1+1)-REMPI spectrum shown in Figure 4.7.
According to the literature the main peak at 37060 cm−1 is the origin (S0-S1)
transition of the most stable 1-indanol conformer 1eq. The 31 cm−1 red shifted
peak is the origin S0-S1 of conformer 2ax (37029cm−1). The S0-S1 transition of
the third conformer (3eq) has been assigned to a smaller peak at 37132 cm−1,
which is blue shifted by 72 cm−1 from the main peak of conformer 1eq.[86]
Table 4.2 shows the displacements and correlated modes of the 1eq conformer of 1-
indanol relative to its origin band (S0 - S1) at 37060 cm−1. The shifts are in agree-
ment with the literature.[95] Le Barbu-Debus and coworkers obtained an emission
spectrum following the vibronic level excitation of the band at 37073 cm−1,[95]
which is equivalent to our band at 37060 cm−1. The difference in absolute fre-
quency might be caused by a discrepancy in the wavelength calibration of the
laser. They were able to correlate the excited vibrations in S1 with those vibra-
tions in S0. The experimental data is then compared to theoretical calculations
conducted at different levels of theory B2PLYP-D3/aug-cc-pUTZ and B3LYP/6-
31G**, the latter was taken from Reference [95]. It is noticeable that our experi-
mental data is in accordance with the literature. In addition, the calculated data
predicted using B2PLYP-D3/aug-cc-pUTZ is closer to the experimental data,
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which was expected since it has been shown that this level of theory is good at
predicting energies.[77]
Table 4.2: Experimental and theoretical displacements and correlated modes of
conformer 1eq of 1-indanol relative to its originband (S0 - S1) at 37060 cm−1.

















ν1 93 110 110 113





219 259*** 265+210 211+253
ring
deformation 263 275 265+210 263
271 293 2 x 147 2 x 147
*obtained from an emission spectrum following a vibronic level excitation[95]
***comes from a combination of low-frequency vibrations
4.1.2 Neon
The mass spectrum of 1-indanol taken in neon is shown in Figure 4.3 in green
using the excimer laser (a) and the dye laser (b). Like in helium, the molecular
ion peak of indanol [M]+ is assigned to m/z 134. In addition, similar to helium,
the mass spectrum taken with the excimer laser shows peaks atm/z 116 correlated
to indene [M-H2O]+, at m/z 91, indicating the presence of a benzyl radical [M-
C2H2OH]·, and at m/z 152, which is an indanol water cluster [M+H2O]+. All
three peaks have a lower intensity compared to the indanol peak than in the
helium spectrum. As in helium a small peak is indicating the presence of a cation
of the carrier gas, here [Ne]+ at m/z ∼ 20.
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Figure 4.8: Delay scan of 1-indanol taken in Neon at 1.7 bar using the dye laser
set to 37060 cm−1 to determine the optimal timing for the ionization, with respect
to the valve opening. The delay timing resulting in the highest molecule signal is
791µs. The pulse has a length (FWHM) of 40µs. Analogue to the measurements
with helium, the peak at 2610µs (*) is likely the result of the poppet of the general
valve bouncing back upon closing of the valve, creating multiple openings. The
second peak (?) might be caused by scattering of the molecules. Again, only the
intensity of the intact indanol ion peak was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the timing
was changed. The step size is 25µs and every point was averaged 50 times before
saving. The sample had a temperature of approximately 50◦C. The VD1 of the
MCP was set to be -1500V.
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Following the same procedure as in helium a delay scan is taken using neon at
1.7 bar. The result is depicted in Figure 4.8. The neon pulse reaches the ionization
region 791µs after the valve is triggered. Its FWHM and therefore the length of









Knowing that the speed is ∼ 800ms−1 it takes the valve approximately 791µs -
588µs≈ 200µs to fully open after it has received the trigger pulse. This is a
reasonable value for a general valve.
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Figure 4.9: Frequency scans performed in neon, with a pressure of 1.7 bar, using
the dye laser. The difference between the green and blue scan is only the energy
region, through which the laser was scanned. To merge both scans the intensity
of the green scan was adjusted to match the blue one, the peak at 37176 cm−1 was
used as a reference point. Three conformers of 1-indanol are present in the spec-
trum. The highest peak (37060 cm−1) is the origin band (S0-S1) of the most stable
conformer 1eq. The one red shifted by 31 cm−1 from it is correlated to conformer
2ax (37029 cm−1). The third conformer (3eq) (37132 cm−1) is represented by the
small peak blue shifted 72 cm−1 from the main peak of conformer one.[86] Only the
intensity of the indanol ion peak in the TOF spectrum was monitored (Figure 4.3)
and the wavelength of the laser was changed. Every point was averaged 50 times
before saving. The sample had a temperature of 50◦C. The VD1 of the MCP was




Gates are set to monitor only the intensity of the indanol peak in the mass
spectrum at the optimized timing and a frequency scan is taken by changing the
wavelength of the dye laser in 0.7 cm−1 steps. This way a UV/vis spectrum of
1-indanol is recorded, which is shown in Figure 4.9. The spectra are recorded
using neon at 1.7 bar as a carrier gas, since it was determined, by conducting
scans at multiple backing pressures that this would yield the coldest spectrum,
and in fact it can be observed that the spectrum is much colder than the one
taken in helium, evident by the smoother base line than in Figure 4.7. However,
the peak landscape does not change significantly in comparison to helium. All the
main peaks are there: at 37060 cm−1 the 1-indanol conformer 1eq, at 37029 cm−1
conformer 2ax, and at 37132 cm−1 conformer 3eq.
4.1.3 Argon
In Figure 4.3 the mass spectrum of 1-indanol, taken in argon using the excimer
laser (a) and the dye laser (b) are shown in yellow. The highest peak at m/z 134
is assigned to the molecular ion of indanol [M]+, like in helium and neon. The
excimer spectrum taken in argon shows a variety of additional peaks: at m/z 116
correlated to indene [M-H2O]+ and at m/z 91, indicating the presence of a benzyl
radical [M-C2H2OH]·, both are also visible in helium and neon. In addition, a
small peak at m/z ∼ 40 is indicating the presence of an argon cation [Ar]+. At
higher m/z than 134 there is one peak at m/z 152 as mentioned before, indicating
the presence of an indanol water cluster [M+H2O]+. And then a series of peaks
arises in the argon spectrum taken with the excimer laser, starting at m/z 188, all
having a distance of m/z 18 between one another. These are presumably water
clusters with three to eight water molecules.[86] One striking characteristic is that
the cluster with two water molecules has a significantly lower intensity.
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Figure 4.10: Delay scan of 1-indanol taken in argon at 1.7 bar using the dye
laser set to 37060 cm−1 to determine the optimal timing for the ionization with,
respect to the valve opening. The optimal timing to gain a high molecule signal
would be 984µs. The pulse has a length (FWHM) of 50µs. The peak at 2870µs
(*) is probably the result of the poppet of the general valve bouncing back up after
the first closing of the valve, creating multiple openings. The second peak (?)
might be caused by scattering of the molecules. Only the intensity of the intact
indanol ion peak was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the timing was changed. The
step size is 25µs and every point was averaged 50 times before saving. The sample




After determining the position of the indanol ion in the mass spectrum, gates
are set to monitor only the intensity of that peak and a delay scan to determine
the optimal timing between the valve opening and the laser pulse is performed.
The results are shown in Figure 4.10. The argon pulse reaches the ionization area
984µs after the valve is triggered. Its FWHM and therefore the length of the
pulse is 50µs.
That speed is in very good accordance with the calculated velocity for an ideal
argon beam under such conditions, which can be calculated using Equation 4.4.










Knowing that the speed is ∼ 580ms−1 it takes the valve approximately 984µs -
828µs≈ 160µs to fully open after it has received the trigger pulse. This is a
reasonable value for a general valve.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency scans performed in argon, with a pressure of 1.7 bar,
using the dye laser. The difference between the scans is only the energy region,
through which the laser was scanned. To merge both scans the intensity of the
green scan was adjusted to match the blue one, the peak at 37176 cm−1 was used
as a reference point. Only one conformer of 1-indanol is present in the spectrum.
The highest blue peak (37060 cm−1) is the origin band (S0-S1) of the most sta-
ble conformer 1eq. No other conformers are present in argon, attributable to its
good cooling ability.[86] The conformers 2ax and 3eq would have their peaks at the
(?) positions. Only the intensity of the intact indanol ion peak was monitored
(Figure 4.3) and the wavelength of the laser was changed. Every point was aver-
aged 50 times before saving. The sample had a temperature of 50◦C. The VD1
of the MCP was set to approximately -1700V. The time delay between the valve
and the laser was set to be 984µs.
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Gates are set to monitor only the intensity of the indanol peak in the mass
spectrum at the optimized timing and a scan is taken changing the wavelength of
the dye laser in 0.7 cm−1 steps. This way a UV/vis spectrum of 1-indanol arises,
shown in Figure 4.11. As in neon, the optimal argon pressure to obtain a cold
spectrum, was determined to be 1.7 bar. The first thing that can be observed
is that the spectrum is cold, evident by the smooth base line. The main peak
at 37062 cm−1 is a transition correlated to the most stable 1-indanol conformer
1eq. And that is the only conformer present. Conformer 2ax and 3eq are absent,
because the binding energy of argon to 1-indanol is higher than the height of the
barrier between the energies of the conformers.
4.2 Lifetime of the Excited States of Indanol
One crucial property of an excited state is its lifetime. It can yield information
on the type of excited state, for example triplet states usually have a longer life-
time. In addition, it determines whether and what type of experiments can be
performed. For example, if the lifetime is long compared to the laser pulse dura-
tion, two-color resonant two-photon ionization can be readily performed. It also
gives information on the interaction time between molecules in the electronically
excited state and, for example, electric fields.
To determine the lifetime of the excited states of 1-indanol two-color experiments
using the excimer (51800 cm−1) and the dye laser are performed. The dye laser
is set to the wavelength corresponding to the S0 - S1 transition of the conformer
in question. To avoid the one-color two-photon process a wedged window and
a ND0.3 neutral density filter is placed in the path of the dye laser before it
enters the chamber, reducing its pulse energy. The energy of the excimer laser is
also lowered using a ND0.6 neutral density filter making it unlikely to lead to an
ionization on its own. A delay scan is recorded by varying the timing between the
two laser pulses. Ionization can only occur if the second photon is absorbed by the
molecule while in its excited state (S1). Therefore if the molecule already relaxed
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back to the ground state no signal would be observable in the mass spectrum.
The mean lifetime (τ) is defined as the time after which only a fraction 1/e≈ 0.368






To determine Γ, the resulting curves, which are shown in Figure 4.12 and Fig-
ure 4.13 are fitted exponentially. The best fit for the two lower energy conformers
results in a mono-exponential fit, therefore only a single singlet state i accessed.
Γ can then be derived using the following formula:
N(t) = N0e
−Γt (4.6)
The most stable conformer of 1-indanol is investigated by parking the dye laser at
37060 cm−1 and scanning the excimer in time. Figure 4.12 depicts the measured
data and the exponential fit. The lifetime of the main transition state of 1-indanol
conformer 1eq is measured to be 34± 7 ns, which corresponds to a linewidth of
∼ 5MHz. Compared to similar molecules, like toluene (75 ns),[96] alkylbenzens
like Ac-Phe-NHMe (90 ns),[97] and ethylbenzen (130 ns),[97] 1-indanol’s lifetime is
shorter. One reasonable explanation for this is, that the stronger the distortion
from 6-fold symmetry of the ring, the greater the oscillator strength of the S0 - S1
transition. Therefore a doubly substituted phenyl ring, like indanol, is likely to
have a shorter lifetime than the other singly substituted phenylrings mentioned.
The measured lifetime indicates a relatively strong transition, which will be usefull
for future experiments where LIF with a continuous wave (CW) laser will be used
for detection. Moreover, it is long enough that it only leads to a spectral line
broadening of ∼ 5MHz according to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation (∆v =
1
2
piτ). Therefore, high resolution spectra can be recorded and individual rotational
levels can be probed.
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Figure 4.12: The lifetime of the ground state level of the electronically excited
state (at 37060 cm−1) of the most stable conformer 1eq of 1-indanol is 34 ns. To
determine that, double resonance experiments were conducted using the excimer
(51800 cm−1) and the dye laser (37060 cm−1). Only the intensity of the intact
indanol ion peak was monitored (Figure 4.3) and the delay between the lasers was
changed (see Figure 2.6 a and b). The carrier gas was neon at a pressure of
1.7 bar. Every point was averaged 100 times before saving. The sample had a
temperature of approximately 35◦C. The VD1 of the MCP was set to -1500V.
The time delay between the valve and the laser was set to be 791µs.
For the second conformer the dye laser is parked at 37029 cm−1. The recorded
data and the exponential fit are depicted in Figure 4.13. The lifetime of the
origin (S0 - S1) transition of the 2ax conformer of 1-indanol is 50± 8 ns. This
value should be handled with care since the data is very scattered and the fit is
not ideal, due to a bad signal to noise ratio. For the third 1-indanol conformer
3eq no lifetime could be determined, because the signal to noise ratio was too
bad and the acquired data could not be fitted.
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Figure 4.13: The lifetime of the ground state level of the electronically excited
state of conformer 2ax (at 37029 cm−1) is 50 ns. Double resonance experiments
were conducted using the excimer (51800 cm−1) and the dye laser (37029 cm−1) to
determine the lifetime. Only the intensity of the indanol ion peak was monitored
(Figure 4.3) and the delay between the lasers was changed (see Figure 2.6 a and
b). The carrier gas was neon at a pressure of 1.7 bar. Every point was averaged
100 times before saving. The sample had a temperature of approximately 35◦C.
The VD1 of the MCP was set to -1500V. The time delay between the valve and
the laser was set to be 984µs.
4.3 Discussion
The mass spectra taken with helium (blue) and neon (green) as carrier gases look
very similar, as evident in Figure 4.3. Only the cations of the carrier gases appear
at differed positions, [He]+ at m/z 4, [Ne]+ at m/z ∼ 20, and [Ar]+ at m/z ∼ 40.
The spectrum taken in argon with the excimer laser in the same Figure shown
with a yellow line (a) shows many peaks at higher m/z than the indanol molecular
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ion, which are attributable to water clusters. A likely explanation for this more
crowded mass spectrum is the higher probability of argon to form clusters, due
to its higher polarizability in comparison to the other two carrier gases.
The different speeds of the carrier gases are noticeable if the delay scans are
compared, this is shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3. Since the internal energy
of a gas only depends on its degrees of freedom, the number of molecules and
the temperature; all mono-atomic gases (helium, neon and argon) have the same
internal energy. Thus, they have different speeds, because the kinetic energy is
dependent on the mass of the particle. In other words, accelerating something
heavier requires more energy; therefore, argon is slower than neon, and neon is
slower than helium. In comparison to the carrier gas there are only very few
1-indanol molecules contained in the beam, that is the reason it can be assumed
that the speed is predominantly determined by the carrier gas. Table 4.3 shows
the theoretical speeds, and measured and theoretical arrival times for the three
carrier gases, helium, neon, and argon. From the deviation of the experimental
and theoretical arrival times it can be deduced that the different carrier gases
cause a different delay in the valve opening.













Helium 1832 262 514 252
Neon 816 588 791 203
Argon 580 828 984 156
Comparing the frequency scans taken in helium, neon, and argon shown in Fig-
ure 4.14, it can be seen that the helium spectrum is in fact not as cold as the other
two (rougher baseline). The better cooling ability of neon and argon is caused by
their higher mass, since the reduced mass of the two particles is bigger, each col-
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lision can lower the kinetic energy by a higher amount. The spectrum taken with
argon as a carrier gas only shows one 1-indanol conformer 1eq, the most stable
one. The reason is that the binding energy of argon to 1-indanol is higher than
the energy barrier between the conformers. Therefore 1-indanol molecules bound
to argon can still change their conformation, to the energetically most favorable.
The spectra taken with helium and neon show at least three conformers, 1eq,
2ax, and 3eq, because the binding energy of the two gases with 1-indanol is lower
than the before mentioned barrier, trapping the molecules in their conformation.
These findings are in very good accordance with the literature [86].
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Figure 4.14: The frequency scans performed in helium at 2.0 bar, in neon at
1.7 bar, and in argon at 1.7 bar using the dye laser are shown. When comparing
the three spectra directly it is obvious that only one conformer of 1-indanol is
present in all three spectra. The highest peak (37060 cm−1) is the originband (S0 -
S1) of the most stable conformer 1eq. The other two conformers are only present
in helium and neon (conformer 2ax: 37029cm−1), (conformer 3eq: 37132 cm−1).
Although both spectra, taken in helium and neon, show all three conformers, it
is clearly visible that neon is cooling better than helium, because of the smoother
base line. The scans are the same as shown in Figure 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 and the
conditions are specified there.
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5 Summary and Conclusion
In this thesis the results of the characterization of a newly designed slit valve and
of the molecular source and REMPI spectroscopy of a new experimental setup,
which will eventually be used for chirality sensitive experiments, are presented.
To characterize the piezoelectric stack actuator driven slit valve, microphones
were deployed. They detect pressure changes and allow to record time versus
intensity curves for the gas from the slit valve. It could be determined that the
valve is actually functional and capable of creating a supersonic argon beam,
of which the exact temperature was not yet determined. The design is stable
enough to support the functionality of the valve over a long period of time. Until
now the valve has been operated without maintenance for over three months and
so far nothing is indicating a change in behavior. According to the microphone
data it was determined that the optimal operating conditions for the valve are
an opening time between 200µs and 300µs in switching time, the actual opening
time is shorter and a carrier gas pressure between 1.2 bar and 1.6 bar. It was found
that the intensity, and therefore the amount of molecules leaving the nozzle, is not
identical for the entire length of the slit shaped orifice. Probably this is caused by
a tilt between the plunger and the front plate or because the used Viton sealing
sometimes sticks to the plunger at the sides, leading to better gas flow in the
middle compared to the sides. But nonetheless the shape of the beam is clearly
asymmetric and planar as desired, and the valve likely will be used for future
spectroscopic studies.
To characterize the experimental setup, which was designed and built to con-
duct EMS and enantiomer-specific population transfer, UV/vis spectroscopy of
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1-indanol was performed using REMPI. Three different carrier gases were used,
and it was determined that the results are in very good accordance with pre-
viously measured data as well as with the theory. Conformational cooling in a
supersonic jet depends on the used carrier gas and bigger and heavier gas atoms
result in a larger fraction of molecules in lower conformational states. Out of
the three 1-indanol conformers observable in helium and neon only the lowest in
energy is present in argon. In addition, the neon spectrum is colder than the
one taken in helium, indicated amongst others by the much smoother base line.
In addition, the lifetimes of the excited states of two 1-indanol conformer were
measured by double resonance experiments using two different UV wavelengths.
The lifetime for the most stable conformer was determined to be 34±7 ns, which
corresponds to a linewidth of ∼ 5MHz.
The characterization experiments presented here set a strong basis for future
experiments with 1-indanol as well as with other chiral molecules.
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Further characterization of the slit valve is necessary in order to routinely use it in
everyday experiments. That includes tests with other sealings for example made
of thinner Viton and Kapton, to try to optimize the homogeneous opening of the
nozzle. The thickness of the sealing leads to a small reservoir between the nozzle
and the plunger, that might influence the expansion unfavorably. In addition,
the used Viton sealing sometimes stuck to the plunger during the measurements.
Therefore, a less "sticky" sealing or an additional construction to hold the sealing
in place should be tested. To investigate the possibility of a tilt between the
plunger and the front plate being responsible for the uneven opening, further
tests with additional or less shims could be performed. The prior mentioned
experiments should be conducted very carefully to avoid damaging the piezo. If
the result is a homogeneous opening of the nozzle it should be tried to operate
the valve with higher frequencies than 1Hz, to shorten the time necessary for an
experiment. So far it was determined that the expansion results in a supersonic
beam, to test if the resulting beam is actually cold, REMPI spectroscopy can be
deployed utilizing a laser as an excitation source and a TOF mass spectrometer
for detection or microwave spectroscopy. If all experiments are successful, the
slit valve can than be used for a multitude of experiments, including experiments
with gas mixtures fabricated inside the valve and cooling or heating of the valve.
And of course eventually the valve could be used inside the characterized chamber
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Figure A.1: The setup used to conduct the spectroscopy studies of indanol. The
larger chamber on the right is the source chamber, on the left is the detection
chamber. The free jet source is mounted in the pipe inserted into the source
chamber on the right. The TOF including the MCP are mounted on top of the
detection chamber. The excimer laser is the black box on the left. Two mirrors are
used to insert its light into the detection chamber, from the side from which the
picture is taken. The dye laser is positioned in the adjacent laser lab and pulsed,
tunable UV radiation is introduced into the detection chamber via the periscope
behind the setup. The three horn antennas for future microwave experiments are
mounted on the inside of the CF 100 flanges attached to the source chamber, one
on top, and one on each side of the chamber (in the picture only two are visible,
























Figure A.2: The picture shows the TOF that is mounted inside the chamber. The
distances specified above are in mm. In yellow the molecular beam is indicated.
The TOF consists of three electrodes in the top, accelerating the ions downwards.
Two deflection plates guide the ion beam on its way towards the MCP, which
is 305mm below the highest plate (VA2) of the TOF. When operated, typical
voltages applied to the TOF are in the range of: VA1: 2500V, VA2: 3000V,
VY1: -10V to -50V, VY2: 10V to 40V.
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Figure A.3: The MCP build into the chamber is a Jordan TOF MCP detector.
The distances specified above are in mm. When operated the voltage applied to
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Figure A.4: Courtesy of Henrik Haak: Close up of the front part of the slit
valve.
plunger ridge bellow CF 16 ﬂange bronze guide connection nut
Figure A.5: Plunger assembly that is mounted into the gas room of the slit





Figure A.6: The front plate, including the slit shaped nozzle, of the slit valve.






Figure A.7: Courtesy of Thomas Zehentbauer: Circuit diagram of the PSA
switch. The PSA is driven by a custom-built semiconductor switch (PushPull-
Switch, PPS). In the testing phase (including this thesis) it gets its TTL-trigger
from an external arbitrary function generator. That signal is then transmitted
by an icouppler, isolating the input from ground to allow VSS to take any value
between 0V and 100V. The high-low-side driver (HiLoSideDriver) isolates the
high side MOSFET (Q1) from the lower one (Q2) and it drives the gates of the
MOSFETs. The voltage applied to the PSA can now be switched between VDD
and VSS. VDD is the higher voltage, which is applied to the PSA when no pulse
is triggered. VSS is the lower voltage reaching the PSA during the pulse. VSS
always has to be smaller then VDD to avoid damage to the PPS. The resistor
(R_currentlimit) between the output of the PPS and the PSA limits the current
to avoid breaking the PSA. To allow VSS to be positive a resistor (R) is needed, to
set a current greater than the needed switching current. To control the switching
speed, VDD is buffered by a capacitor (C). However, the control of the speed is
not a linear process.
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A.1.6 Vacuum Chamber for the Slit Valve Characterization
Figure A.8: The setup used to characterize the slit valve. The slit valve is
mounted into the pipe that is inserted into the chamber from the left. The micro-
phone is attached to the black linear translation stage, which is mounted on the
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.10: Courtesy of the electronics workshop of the Fritz-Haber-Institut:
Circuit diagram of the used custom made microphone amplifier.
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A.2 Assembly of the Slit Valve
This section is a compendium of the things said, done and noticed during the
first assembly of the slit valve.
Present were Adrian Kluge, Sven Hanisch, Henrik Haak, Thorsten Nemes, Dieter
Leese and Jennifer Langenhan.
Wednesday, 13.02.2019
Connection bar pin (Balkenstift)-piezo
• When connecting the connection screw (Verbindungsschraube), the con-
nection nut (Verbindungsmutter) must be turned 3/4 of a rotation (!left
thread!) before being connected.
– The round part has to point towards the bar pin
– turn "loose" once until "knack" (zero position) and then tighten it 3/4
of a turn
• Move piezo M8 towards the nut and connect it by screwing it together.
(Something is tripping up, nobody knows what or why.)
• !!Always hold on to the piezo; it is loose!!
• !!Piezo can not handle any torque force!!
• When tightening the nuts, make sure the gas pipes are not damaged.
• When tightened there should be 1mm space between the two nuts.
• The rotation is predetermined here.
• How to counter the screwing force?
– Left thread is one with the bar pin.
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– There are pins inserted into the assembly during the mounting that
should prevent any torsion.
• !!ATTENTION!! The plunger (Stempel) is very fragile!!
CF 16 flange assembly
• The CF16 flange on the inside of the gas room is hard to access.
– Is the Allen key straight?
– When is the flange tight? ↪→ Solution: Measure the depth (Tiefenmaß)
• !!When tightening the CF16 flange make sure not to damage the plunger!!
• !!Be aware of the magnets (if using magnetic tools)!!
• Allen key fits past the ridge (Joch).
• Theoretical distance upper edge ridge ←→ CF16 flange = 20.7mm
• Theoretical distance lower edge ridge ←→ CF16 flange = 14.7mm
• All parts were touched without gloves during production, and cleaned with
isopropanol and blown dry.
• CF16 flange screw (6 screws): M4 x 15mm vented (entlüftet) and turned
off (abgedreht)
• Screw that holds the bronze guide (Bronze Führung): M2 vented (very long,
more than 15mm)
• Set screw (Madenschraube) (2 screws): Screwed into the bronze guide from
the side → spring in zero position, 0.89 Allen key needed
Plunger (dis-)assembly




– An Allen key has to be inserted into the hole at the shaft of the plunger
to counter the screwing force.
– Tightening: Slightly tighter that hand-tight (handfest).
• When the plunger is off, the ridge can be attached.
– Just insert the ridge straight without force.
– Screws of ridge (4 screws): M2.5 or M3, slotted countersunk, not
vented.
• Than attach the plunger.
• Unscrew slotted screws to access the hole in the plunger, to counter the
screwing force. (Without the screws the ridge is movable.)
• Tighten the plunger.
• !!ATTENTION!! Only hold on to the Allen key!!
• Insert and tighten the slotted screws again.
Attachment of the plunger assembly
• The magnets are placed between the back part of the plunger and the ridge
(attached to the ridge).
• !!The space between the plunger and the ridge depends on the sealing used!!
• Now: 1mm Viton sealing → 3mm magnets
• !!Set screws, inserted into the bronze guide, should only be removed once
everything else is assembled!!
• EVAC-sealing was not used because it is too high.
• !!Make sure holes are positioned correctly, to later remove the set screws!!
• Tighten CF16 flange.
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• !!Magnets attract Allen key!!
• CF16 flange had to be altered to fit properly without wobbling.
• !!Nothing should wobble. Not the sealing, and not the flange!!
• To test if the flange is tight enough, measure the depth (Tiefenmaß).
• !!Dont attach the front plate while the set screws hold the plunger in front!!
Connection piezo-micrometer screw assembly
• The screws holding the PEEK guidance in place have to be tightened last
to prevent any torque force on the piezo.
• !!Before connecting piezo and micrometer screw assembly (Hubmechanik)
completely, the M2 set screws have to be removed!!
• Screws at the between flange (to which the PEEK guidance is attached):
13.5 xM4, use short 3mm Allen key with ball end.
• Before connecting piezo and micrometer screw assembly:
– loosen bronze guide
– loosen lower part of micrometer screw assembly
• Tighten the big nut tangible, then remove set screws, and continue tight-
ening.
Thursday, 14.02.2019
• Altered "normal" copper sealing ring: outer diameter: 21.3mm, inner di-
ameter: 18.65mm, height: 1.9mm
• Set screws can not be removed, if the CF16 flange is not exactly level.
• To loosen the nut at the bar pin, the set screws have to be attached.
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• The plunger had a tilt, one side was 60µm higher than the other one.
– bronze guide is altered
– viton sealing is used
• The plunger assembly is clamped in a lathe at the bronze guide and the
offsets measured.
– offset of the two plunger sides: 40µm
– no tilt between the bronze guide and the flange
• Depth measurement with set screw, without sealing:
 Gas room wall 





















– set screws tight: 40µm
– set screws loosened: 10µm
– set screws removed: 20µm
• Adhesive tape height: 0.04mm
• Depth measurement with set screws, without sealing under CF16 flange:





• Depth measurement with set screws, with thin (normal) Viton sealing under
CF16 flange:
1.608 mm 1.595 mm 1.584 mm
Plunger
Gas room
• When connecting the nut to the bar pin, nothing is tripping up anymore.
• The distance of the two threaded bars attached by the big nut, predeter-
mines the gates in which the micrometer screw can move the plunger. (If a
different sealing is used, that might has to be changed.)
• NOW: When the micrometer screw is at its center position the distance
from the edge of the gas room to the plunger should be 0.83mm.
• When tightening use a clamping shoe (Spannpratze) and a slim wrench size
13.
• Remove set screw with vacuum dough, or use magnetic set screw.
• Depth measurement without set screws, with thin (normal) Viton sealing
under CF16 flange:




• Tighten all remaining screws.







– 53µm per turn
Wednesday, 20.02.2019
• The piezo is functional and moving the plunger, but as expected the move-
ment is not linear.














A p p l i e d  v o l t a g e  ( V )
• Before the front plate is attached, the micrometer screw is used to move
the plunger back slightly more than the sealing is high, here 2.47mm.
2.47 mm
Viton sealing
• To counter the tilt of the plunger (20µm), shims of a total height of 90µm
(30µm+30µm+20µm +10µm) are put between the front plate and the
gas room, at the side the plunger is higher, when the front plate is attached.
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